
Adult(s) _______Children(s) ________

How old ? ________

At home

Yes No

Do you currently have other species of animals ? Yes No

If so, which one ?__________________________________________________________

Phone : (        ) _____ - _________

How many people live at this address ?   

What breed interests you :

Email : ___________________________________

Application Form

As the happiness of our puppies and their families is one of our priorities, we would like to know more about you to 

see if one of our puppies could fit into your life and be able to better accompany you in the process of adopting your 

future companion for the next 10-12 years.  To do this, we kindly ask you to fill out this form! 

Hello future family,

(A deposite of $500 are requiring to registration following approval)

Generals informations

Lancashire heeler

If so, what breed did you haved and how long did you keep it ?___________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Miniature american shepherd

Hérouxville (Québec)

Phone : (514) 668-7139

www.loyaltypaw-mas.com / loyaltypaw.mas@hotmail.com

Have you ever had a dog ?

Why do you want to adopt a dog ?_____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name :____________________________________

Address : __________________________________ 

City: ____________________________________ 

Province : _____________  Postal code : __________ 

Where is your main occupation ? Outside home
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Do you agree to stay in touch with us and follow the recommendations of LoyaltyPaw following 

the adoption of your dog ? __________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have a fenced backyard ? ____________

All breeding rights must be negotiated prior to booking. Breeding rights are reserved exclusively for ethical breeders 

recognized and registered with the Canadian Kennel Club.

The adoption of a dog involves time, availability, a monetary and disciplinary side. Are you close 

monetarily and to put the time necessary to achieve it ? _____________

Have you ever met a dog behavior master or taken basic classes with a dog? _________________

Do you have any specifications to share with us regarding your dog's adoption? ?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Have you read about the norms and characteristics of the breed ? ________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

Our puppies are sold WITHOUT breeding rights, do you agree to have your dog sterilized between 

the age of 9 and 12 months only ? __________

Briefly describe your home (your facilities, land, etc.) : ______________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

How did you learn about the breed ?_________________________________________________

Why your choice stopped on this breed ? ______________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

What are your selection criteria (temperament, gender, color, etc.) ? __________________________________

Would you be interested in competing ? ______________________________________________

If not, why ? _____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

We will review your request and contact you shortly. Please note that the waiting time is not calculable, since the 

selection criteria and deadlines for those already registered are personal to each individual and variable. If you have 

any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. It will be our pleasure to answer you!
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Thank you for your interest and see you soon!
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